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he development of modern survey sampling

is an extraordinary achievement Bellhouse

1988 Many of us in the U.S Federal gov
ernment know or knew the early pioneers person

ally Morris Hansen Bill Hurwitz and so many oth

ers Hansen 1987 Bailar 1989 After all much
of the work was done in Washington -- starting with

the lectures that Neyman gave in the 1930s when

he was invited to the U.S by Edwards Deming

Duncan and Shelton 1978

Since those early beginnings Neymans insights

about randomization-based inference Neyman
1934 have of course been expanded and elabo

rated Subtle tools now exist for range of practical

settings It must be added too that concerns about

the limits of the randomization paradigm have also

grown this has been so especially in recent years

with the rise in the respectability of model-assisted

and even full model-based inferences from surveys

e.g Särndal Swensson and Wretman 1992

The very richness in the development of random

ization-based designs may have had the effect

though of isolating survey sampling from the rest

of statistics -- where it is the richness of models that

is given emphasis In fact it is well-known com
monplace that in the main body of statistics sam
pling is often disposed of by assuming that the ran

dom variables being observed are obtained from

sampling process that makes them independent and

identically distributed lID

Important techniques like regression and con

tingency table analysis were developed largely in

this lID world hence adjustments are needed to

use them in complex survey settings Indeed whole

books have been written on this problem Skinner

et al 1989 and much time and effort have been

devoted to it in software written for surveys e.g
Wolter 1985

With all that has been done already can some
thing more of value be added We think we may
have small contribution to offer on how to deal

better with the seam which currently exists be
tween lID and survey statistics We do not yet
address model-based inference issues but we con

jecture nonetheless that our approach might pro
vide yet another viewpoint that could increase un

derstanding of the various perspectives

Organizationally the paper is divided into four

sections This first section serves as an introduc

tion In the next section general problem state

ment is provided and proposed resolution offered

concrete illustration of our ideas is given in the

third section this has been taken from our practice

and is based on highly stratified Statistics of In

come SO sample of corporate tax returns e.g
Hughes and Mulrow et al.1994 Because of space

limitations the simulations done are only covered

briefly in concluding section It is there also that

we discuss few of the many next steps needed for

our still embryonic ideas to grow useful

Statement and Proposed

Resolution

Suppose we wanted to apply an lID procedure to

complex survey sample Suppose too that we
wanted to take fresh look at solving the seam

problem that occurs because the survey design is not

lID How might one proceed Well there is famil

iar expression that may fit our approach --

If you only have hammer every

problem turns into nail

Now as samplers we have hammer and it is

sampling itself Can we turn the seam problem in

surveys into nail that can be dealt with by using

another sampling design
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It is our contention that some of the time the an
swer to this question is Yes We call this second

sample design an Inverse Sampling Design Algo
rithm -- hence the name of this paper

schematic might help visualize the algorithm

In the diagram below two sampling approaches are

compared -- both yielding simple random samples

from population

The first design top row does this by em
ploying conventional direct simple random

SRS selection process e.g Cochran

1977 such that all possible samples of

given size have the same probability of se
lection Such designs are often impracti

cable or inefficient or both hence they are

almost never used by survey samplers de

spite their ubiquity in lID textbooks

The second design envisions two-step pro
cess The first step is to sample the popula

tion in complex way that focuses carefully

on the nature of the population and the clients

needs -- using the clients resources frugally

this is the survey samplers province par

excellence

What is new in our formulation is to draw

second perhaps complex sample that in

verts the first set of selections so as to yield

Usual Simple
Popula-

SRS Random
hon

Selection Sample

Complex Inverse Simple

Survey Sample Random

Sample Selection Sample

at the end simple random sample Of

course to employ this two-step process to

draw single simple random sample from

the usually much larger complex survey

would be inefficient so we propose to create

multiple simple random samples and base our

inferences on them

The nature of the algorithms we are talking about

should by this point be obvious They consist of

just four basic steps

Invert if you can the existing complex de

sign so that simple random subsamples can

be generated to some useful degree of ap
proximation

Apply your conventional statistical package or

perhaps model-based estimator directly to the

subsample since that is now appropriate

Repeat the subsampling and conventional

analysis in the two steps above over and over

again

Retain if you can the flavor of the original

randomization paradigm by using the distri

bution of subsample results as basis of in

ference rather than the original complex

sample

Notice some things that this approach is -- and is

not First it is extremely computer intensive -- pre

supposing cheap even very cheap computing For

many of us in government this may not be true yet
but it is coming Second it presupposes that prac
tical inverse algorithms exist which may not always

be the case Third it also assumes that the original

power of the full sample can be captured if enough

subsamples are taken so that no appreciable effi

ciency is lost Fourth as much as it may resemble

the bootstrap Efron 1979 we are not doing

bootstrapping There is no intent to mimic the origi

nal selections as would be required to use the boot

strap properly e.g McCarthy and Snowden 1985
Rao and Wu 1988 --just the opposite our goal here

is to create totally different and more analytically

tractable set of subsamples from the original design

.1
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An Example Stratified Sample

Suppose that we wish to draw simple random

sample without replacement from finite popula

tion of size However the population is no longer

available for sampling but we have stratified

sample with say four strata taken from this popula

tion The stratified sample was taken with fixed

sample sizes from each stratum and known stra

tum population sizes N1 N2 N3 N4 We
need to select our simple random sample without

replacement by resampling from this stratified

sample The largest simple random sample SRS
that can be selected in this manner is of size

mm n.j

To select an SRS of size from the stratified

sample one must first determine the number of units

to be chosen from each stratum Using probability

distribution generator select the vector of sample

sizes m1m2m3 m4 from the hypergeometric dis

tribution so that

Prm1i1m2i2m3i3m4i4

13 14

where
i1 i2 i4

and Oi1m Oi2m
Oi3m Oi4m

After choosing the pattern of stratum sample

sizes m1m2m3m4 select simple random sample

of size m1 from the
n1 sample units in stratum an

SRS of size m2 from the n2 sample units in stratum

etc

This procedure will reproduce simple random

sampling mechanism unconditionally i.e when

taken over all possible stratified samples That is

for any given simple random sample of size from

the original population the probability of selecting

this sample will be

rn

The probability of selecting particular SRS is

equal to the probability of selecting that SRS from

the stratified sample given that the SRS is contained

in the stratified sample multiplied by the probabil

ity that this SRS is contained in the stratified sample

For this given simple random sample let x1 x2x3

x4 denote the number of units in each stratum Each

x1willbebetweenO andm andx1 x2 x3 x4

The probability that this SRS is contained in the

stratified sample is equal to the number of stratified

samples containing these units divided by the to

tal number of possible stratified samples

N1x1 N2x2 N3-x3 N4x4

fl1X1 fl2x2 n3x3 fl4X4

N1 N2 N3 N4

fl l2

Given that this SRS is contained in the stratified

sample the probability of selecting the SRS using

the method described is equal to the probability of

selecting the pattern x1x2x3x4 times the probabil

ity of selecting this SRS given this pattern or

N1 N2 N3 N4

x1 x2 x3 x4

12 14

rn

Multiplying this equation times the previous one

shows that the probability of selection for this simple

random sample using the proposed method of
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subsampling from the stratified sample is

Im

For many applications simple random sample

is much easier to use correctly than complicated

stratified sample data base However by sub-sam

pling from the stratified sample we lose power both

by decreasing the sample size from to and by

losing whatever increase in precision was due to

stratification The following discussion gives an ex

ample of the trade-offs involved also how this loss

in power might be addressed

In the SO environment at the Internal Revenue

Service our primary microdata users are very fa

miliar with our sample designs and quite knowledge

able about how to use the stratified sample of cor

porations being drawn But we have other users who

do not use our data regularly enough to be familiar

with all the designs intricacies We know of situa

tions where our sample having as many as 53 strata

has been treated as ifit were SRS This can bias the

estimates

To illustrate our concerns we examine below

data taken from four of the SO strata those for the

smallest regular corporations In particular we will

look at the mean squared errors of four estimators

of the population mean the stratified sample

mean sample size the mean from simple

random sample with the same total sample size

the mean using the largest simple random sample

that could be subsampled from the stratified sample

minn.j and finally the sample mean when

the stratified sample is incorrectly used -- as if it

were from simple random sample

Since the first three are unbiased estimates the

mean square error is equal to the variance of the es

timator The last estimator is biased and we use the

bias squared for comparison though this is only one

component of the mean square error it is the domi

nant component

Three variables are considered total assets vari

able which is stratifying variable net income

variable which is one component of another strati

fying variable the third variable total taxes af

ter credits is not used at all in the stratification

In the following table comparing the second row

to the first where the first has been normed to

shows the loss in power due to not using the strati

fication the sample sizes are the same n15618
Not surprisingly the largest relative loss in power is

for the primary stratifying variable total assets

Comparing the third row to the second shows the

further increase in variance due to the smaller sample

size m2224 These losses are more nearly the

same for all variables There is very significant

increase in the variance by using the smaller

subsampled SRS compared to the original stratified

sample 2x7 say for net income -- variable

Despite the above an SRS subsample may be

preferable to using the stratified sample incorrectly

as simple random sample where the increase in

mean square error is literally about 1000 times

greater

Drawing single smaller simple random sample

from our larger more complex stratified sample

might be enough for some of our users However

for other users the loss in power shown between the

original estimates based on the stratified sample and

the simple random sample may not be acceptable

As means to increase the power of our approach

it was natural to consider resampling techniques

Take for instance the simplest case where the user

is interested in estimating means or totals By re

peating the entire subsampling procedure we can

Row AB
2-

7- 7-
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generate simple random samples each of size

where each SRS is selected independently from the

given stratified sample Each repetition must include

both steps of the subsampling procedure beginning

with redrawing the stratum subsample sizes from the

hypergeometric distribution

Let denote the mean of one SRS of size

subsampled from the stratified sample Let de
note the mean over all km units in the simple ran

dom samples each of size Finally let denote

the original stratified sample mean Then the in

crease in the variance using the km units rather

than the stratified sample is

Var Var1 Var Var
This follows since conditional on the stratified

sample the expected value of x1 is equal to the strati

fied sample mean Because the replications of

the simple random sampling process are performed

independently given the stratified sample then for

ij

Eixstrat sample Eistrgux EiIsrrat

Therefore unconditionally for not equal to

And

Coyii
EJ2
Vari

Vari1 van xE
.i

Var Cusp
i.iirii II j.i

Var i1kk- 1Vari1

Var Var Var

lhis result can be generalized to all linear func

tions and approximately to nonlinear functions that

can be linearized by Taylor series

To give numeric content to the above consider

the variable total assets in the previous example
where the original stratified sample variance again

has been formed to The following shows the

normed variances of the sample means based on

simple random samples of 2224 each for increas

ing values of

By resampling 500 to 1000 times the variance

has been reduced to the same order of magnitude as

the stratified sample Even at 100 subsamples good
results exist here an insight we employed in our

simulations as mentioned in the next section

Many SO users familiar as they are with lID

statistical methods would find an SRS more valu

able and easier to employ than our complete strati

fied sample data base An interim goal might be to

provide them with set of simple random samples

more flexible system would be to provide the in

teractive software to allow the user to designate the

simple random samples of interest to be selected

from the complete data base

Additional Considerations and Next Steps

lhis section concludes with several short topics

First little more theory is given in connection with

the last section -- in particular how to estimate the

variance without direct knowledge of the original

sampling design Second some of our many simu

lation results are covered Finally there are discus

sions of next steps plus concluding comments --

among them an invitation for possible joint work

Var

29.31

15.16

10 3.83

100 1.28

500 1.06

1000 1.03
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Little More Theory

Let S2 and denote the population variance and

population mean for the variable For the sample

means and variances calculated from the generated

simple random samples let

..j

x-isj

km
Xft2

Note that the sample variance using all km units can

be expressed as

m-iS2 mE

Hence

Es V-mVi

Rewriting this gives

Vo7X-._i..S2E Vari_ Es
Therefore by replacing S2 and Var with unbi

ased estimates and replacing Es2 with s2 we can

generate unbiased estimates of Var This result

does not require the user to know anything about

the original sample design

Some Simulation Results

An extensive series of simulations were con
ducted as part of our work on this problem Space

only permits brief summary

tJ Pseudo-populations Created

version of the estimation problem set out in

the second section of this paper was studied for

n156 and m22 To do this we generated

population of 3044 multivariate normal obser

vations

total assets net income tax after credits

with the same means variances and strata defi

nitions as in the SO corporate population

Estimation Research

Repeated stratified samples were selected 10
in all Then from each of these 100 subsamples

were drawn for study To accompany the two-

step SRS sampling 1000 one-step SRS samples

were also drawn for comparison purposes

Quantile-quantile charts were employed in the

analysis and these showed the expected agree
ment between the two SRS methods for the

sample mean For this case direct compari
son with the stratified sample is readily avail

able as has been seen

Hypothesis Testing

To accompany the estimation simulations dis

cussed above 2x2 tables were constructed from

the same samples to look at the relationship be
tween total assets and net income Each vari

able was split at the median hence under the

null hypothesis of independence the expected

cell sizes were all 5.5 Both chi-square and

Fisher exact test were conducted Again the one-

and two-step SRS results agreed in distribution

Initial Comments on Simulation

For Fishers exact test no readily available al

ternative exists in the stratified case -- so we

are looking at an instance where the extra work

involved in the two-step sampling may have real

benefits beyond just making it easier for users
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to employ familiar tools For the chi-square test

statistic we are now in the midst of comparing

our results with the approach suggested by

Scheuren1972 and Fellegi 1980 Our belief

is that the power of our method will equal or

exceed these more familiar approaches

Next Steps

At best in this paper we have done no more than

shown that an inverse sample design algorithm ex
ists in one limited setting -- that of stratified sam
pling What about cluster sampling multistage de
signs and on and on

It would be great to be able to say that for these

other more interesting surveys that we have

worked out general inverses or have way to char

acterize when an inverse design existseven approxi

mately At this point though all we have are few

hunches about how to invert some of the more com
mon designs Instead of covering these however it

may make sense to connect up what we have been

talking about with some of the other problems we
have as samplers and as government statisticians

First it is worth emphasizing the customer-

driven nature of our approach Even if it could not

be justified on other grounds inverse algorithms

might be advocated as part of reinvention e.g
Osborne and Gaebler 1992 Right now many large

complex sample surveys may not be sufficiently ben

efiting society because they are so badly

underanalyzed or even misanalyzed Of course we
must work towards increasing the survey and other

quantitative literacies of existing and potential cus
tomers Nonetheless for the short run we need to

start where they are -- giving due respect to the small

part that survey data may add to their decision-mak

ing Certainly it is worth thinking about ways to

lower the cognitive costs customers bear when us
ing our products

Second there is an increasing awareness of the

weaknesses within the traditional randomization

paradigm e.g Särndal and Swensson 1993 Of

particular concern here is all the fiddling we have

to do when trying to correct for nonsampling errors

By putting the possible adjustments for these

nonsampling errors back into simple random sam
pling framework we may indeed be able to make

more progress e.g on the current multiple imputa
tion controversy

lhird many in this audience have done exceed

ingly complex sample designs and made elaborately

efficient estimates from them On the other hand how
much do we really understand about the distributions

that our sample estimators generate Will we be able

to fully capitalize on the visualization revolution

now occurring Cleveland 1993 particularly in

the presence of nonsampling error Maybe we
should be building in way to always look at distri

butions This could help even the very experienced

among us deepen our intuitions and connect them

better to the particular population under study

Concluding Comments

Many things are changing in our profession We
are remaking the way surveys are done from design
to data capture to the way customers use them This

paper may be small contribution to the paradigm
shifts underway We hope so

Obviously we have lot more to do to develop

the ideas presented here today Please consider join

ing us by looking at inverse algorithms for your own

surveys and comparing the results from them with

existing methods of analysis It is likely that taking

up this challenge could lead to some very tough

problems on the other hand it could be great fun

too
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